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Abstract
Windenergy industry is expanded to offshore anddeepwater sites, primarily due to the stronger andmore consistentwindfields.
Floating offshore wind turbine (FOWT) concepts involve new engineering and scientific challenges. A combination of waves,
current, andwind loads impact the structures. Often under extreme cases, and sometimes in operational conditions,magnitudes
of these loads are comparable with each other. The loads and responses may be large, and simultaneous consideration of the
combined environmental loads on the response of the structure is essential. Moreover, FOWTs are often large structures and
the load frequencies are comparable to the structural frequencies. This requires a fluid–structure–fluid elastic analysis which
adds to the complexity of the problem. Here, we present a critical review of the existing approaches that are used to (i) estimate
the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic loads on FOWTs, and (ii) to determine the structures’ motion and elastic responses due to
the combined loads. Particular attention is given to the coupling of the loads and responses, assumptions made under each of
the existing solution approaches, their limitations, and restrictions, where possible, suggestions are provided on areas where
further studies are required.

Keywords Offshore wind energy · Floating structures · Wave and wind loads · Loads and response coupling · Elasticity

1 Introduction

Concerns about the environmental pollutants and significant
increase in energy demands have led to an urge for explor-
ing renewable energies. Wind energy, among the alternatives
of fossil fuels, is the most rapidly growing source of energy
and one of the most mature renewable energy supplies. Wind
industry has been developed significantly to harvest the wind
power throughmainly onshore sites, seeAubault andRoddier
(2013). As reported by World Energy Council (2016), world
wind energy capacity doubles about every three and a half
years since 1990. Interest for expanding the wind energy pro-
duction and the limitations of onshore lands for wind farms
have led into the development of offshorewind turbine indus-
try. In the UK, for example, offshore wind energy production
has exceeded onshore wind production in the second quarter
of year 2019, see Waters and Spry (2019).
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The total global installed offshore capacity by year 2018
was 18.8 GW, reported by Global Wind Energy Council
(2018). In 2017, the first floating wind farm was commis-
sioned inScotland,UK, in awater depthof 96–110m.Among
the European countries, the UK is the leading offshore wind
producer owning 36% share of the offshore installed capacity
in the world, see Global Wind Energy Council (2018).

One of the first developments of offshore wind was the
Vindeby project in early 1990s in Denmark (Aubault and
Roddier 2013). The wind turbines were installed nearshore
in shallowwaters and fixed to the seabed. Suchwind turbines,
deployed in nearshore, are confined to water depths typically
less than 50 m using fixed foundations, see Goupee et al.
(2014). Farther from the shore, the wind is more consistent
and its average speed is higher than onshore and nearshore
sites.Moreover, inmany places, water depth changes rapidly,
leaving limited zones for offshore wind resources in shallow
waters. Thus, the industry is exploring the Floating Offshore
Wind Turbine (FOWT) concepts.

Figure 1 shows the variation of averagewind speed at 80m
elevation (on land) around the world. The seasonal variation
of the wind speed over the oceans at 10 m above the sea level
is shown in Fig. 2. The two figures refer to the wind speed at
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Fig. 1 Mean wind speed at 80 m elevation on land [Reprinted with
permission from VAISALA (2015)]

Fig. 2 Mean December (top) and July (bottom) wind speed (m/s) over
the oceans to 10 m elevation above the sea level offshore in 2014
[Reprinted with permission from Craddon et al. (2016)]

slightly different elevations onshore and offshore. However,
a comparison between these two indicates the strength of
wind resources in open oceans. With a comparison between
Figs. 1 and 2, it can be seen that the offshore winds reach to
higher speeds than wind speed at onshore lands. As shown
in Fig. 1, the maximum average wind speed onshore is above
9 m/s in limited areas, whereas in offshore sites (Fig. 2), the
wind speed reaches 14 m/s in larger sites.

Several full-scale FOWT concepts are proposed, devel-
oped, and tested. The Hywind project (Keseric 2014), a
(Single point anchor reservoir) SPAR buoy installed in Nor-
way, is the world’s first grid-connected FOWT. The structure
was installed off the Norwegian coast in water depths of
approximately 200m. Following similar concept, a pilot park
with capacity of 30 MW is installed in Scotland in 2017.
Goto Island project in Japan was developed supporting the
wind turbine on an SPAR structure with varying diameter,
see Utsunomiya et al. (2015). In WindFloat project (Cer-
melli et al. 2009), the wind turbine is mounted on a triangular
semi-submersible floater with three columns. With small
operational draft, transition ofWindFloat structure from har-
bour is relatively easier.

Some similarities exist between floating structures of the
oil and gas (O and G) industry and FOWTs, allowing for
partial transfer of the technology, see, e.g., Musial et al.
(2004), Wang et al. (2010), Goupee et al. (2014). However,
size of the platform and the aerodynamic loads on the wind
turbine aremajor differences,whichhave significant effect on
the overall responses. Installing thewind turbine on top of the
platform adds a remarkable weight to the structure. Hence,
design of the ballast and themooring lines of a FOWT require
significant attention, seeButterfield et al. (2005). These intro-
duce a unique challenge to design and analysis of FOWTs
that should be properly addressed.

An understanding of the motion and structural response
of a floating wind turbine requires an estimation of the wind
load, wave load, current load, mooring line forces, and the
coupling between them. Analysing the dynamics and elastic
response of the structure, including the rotor, tower, and the
floater is a significant challenge for the state-of-the-art.

FOWTs are complex systems and involve various con-
siderations. The focus of this review is on the approaches
developed to analyse FOWTs. Table 1 presents a list of rel-
evant review studies covering different aspects of floating
offshore wind turbines. Here, we confine our attention to
theoretical and experimental approaches developed to anal-
yse the response of FOWTs to a combination of waves, wind,
and current loads.

In Sect. 2, typical FOWT concepts are reviewed with an
emphasis on their unique characteristics. The environmental
loads on FOWTs and their responses are discussed in Sect. 3.
This is followed by a review of the existing approaches to
determine the loads on floating wind turbines in Sect. 4.
The coupling tools developed to determine the responses to
combined loads are discussed in Sect. 5. Assumptions and
limitations of the existing analysis approaches are critically
reviewed and suggestions for further studies are presented.
The challenges of experimental studies of FOWTs are dis-
cussed and remarkable model tests are reviewed in Sect. 6.
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Table 1 A list of published
review studies on various
aspects of FOWTs

Topic References

Offshore wind energy resources World Energy Council (2016)

Craddon et al. (2016), Wind Europe (2018)

Global Wind Energy Council (2018)

FOWT platform concepts Musial et al. (2004), Butterfield et al. (2005)

Wang et al. (2010), Thiagarajan and Dagher (2014)

Uzunoglu et al. (2016)

Modelling tools for FOWTs Cordle and Jonkman (2011), Matha et al. (2011)

Matha et al. (2016)

Aerodynamics and aeroelasticity analysis
of horizontal axis wind turbines

Hansen et al. (2006), Leishman (2002)

Zhang and Huang (2011), Sørensen (2011)

Wang et al. (2016)

Hydroelasticity of floating offshore
structures (any floating structure)

Chen et al. (2006), Lamas-Pardo et al. (2015)

Jiao et al. (2017)

2 Floating structures of offshore wind
turbines

Typical design characteristics of FOWT structures are pre-
sented in this section. The floating concepts used for FOWTs
show some similarities to the floating platforms that have
been used by the O and G industry, see Butterfield et al.
(2005). However, there are some remarkable differences
between these substructures that must be considered at the
design and analysis stages. The main difference lies in the
total load on the floater. The additional aerodynamic load
affects the responses of the structure significantly. For a cost-
effective design of FOWTs, it is necessary to optimise the
complete system including the wind turbine, platform, and
the mooring layout.

Based on the number of wind turbines on the platform,
the substructures designed for FOWTs are classified into
two main groups, namely single-unit floaters and multi-unit
floaters, see Wang et al. (2010).

Single-unit FOWTs can be classified into three categories
based on how they achieve the static stability and withstand
the wind turbine overturning thrust load, namely buoyancy-
stabilised, mooring-stabilised, and ballast-stabilised plat-
forms, see Uzunoglu et al. (2016). These are discussed in
the following subsections.

2.1 Buoyancy-stabilised platforms

Semi-submersible structures achieve their stability due to
a balance between weight and buoyancy of the floater at
operational conditions. The key characteristics of semi-
submersibles is the small draft and large water plane area.
Semi-submersibles consist of pontoons and columns provid-

ing the buoyancy of the structure, where typically the wind
turbine is located on one of the columns, see Wang et al.
(2010). To mitigate the heave motion of the platform, water
entrapment or heaving plates with large radii may be added
at the end of the columns, see, e.g., Henderson et al. (2016).
In semi-submersibles, the heave, pitch, and roll motions are
mainly restricted by the hydrostatic restoring forces, while
catenary mooring lines are used to restrict the surge, sway,
and yawmotions. A review of semi-submersible foundations
is given in Liu et al. (2016).

WindFloat (Cermelli et al. 2009), as shown in Fig. 3, and
V-shape semi-submersible and four columnsemi-submersible
(CarbonTrust 2015) in Japan are examples of semi-submersible
platforms with three columns. DeepCwind triangular plat-
form (Robertson et al. 2013) consists of three columns at the
corners, and one additional column in the centre where the
wind tower is installed. Within the same category of floaters,
a concept design by Fukushima Shimpuu is a V-shape semi-
submersiblemade of three columns and two pontoons, where
the turbine is installed on the middle column, see Karimirad
and Michailides (2015).

2.2 Mooring-stabilised platforms

Stability of tensioned leg platforms (TLP) or tensioned buoy-
ant platforms (TBP) is achieved by mooring lines. Described
by Henderson et al. (2016), a typical FOWT TLP concept
compromises of a central slender buoy connected to a number
of legs. The floater is connected to the seabed via tensioned
tendons attached to the legs. The tendons restrict the motion
of the floater in roll, pitch, and heave motions. Failure of a
mooring line of a TLP may result in the failure of the entire
system, since thefloater cannot keep the structure afloatNihei
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Fig. 3 a A buoyancy-stabilised platform, WindFloat project, b a
mooring-stabilised platform, TLP, Gicon project, and c a ballast-
stabilised platform, HyWind project [Reprinted with permission
from Carbon Trust (2015)]

et al. (2011). Thus, TLPs are providedwith extra station keep-
ing tendons to support the structure in cases of a line loss.
TBPs, in contrast to TLPs, are provided by two layers of
mooring lines inclined relative to the seabed using gravity
anchors. With these mooring lines, the structure is a stiff
floater that responds only to the flexural deflections of the

mooring tensioned lines and the tower, see Sclavounos et al.
(2010). Installation of a TLP platform requires specialised
vessels, which increases the costs. Moreover, vertical-load
anchors are used for the mooring system of a TLP, resulting
in relatively more expensive mooring system.

In a review byAdam et al. (2014), several concept projects
of TLP/TLB floaters for FOWT are introduced, which are at
the design stage, e.g., Iberdrolas TLP and PelaStar projects.
Moreover, in GICON-TLP concept (Fig. 3), a combination
of vertical and angled mooring lines are applied to further
restrict the motions of the structure.

2.3 Ballast-stabilised platforms

SPAR platforms achieve their stability by the relative loca-
tion of the centre of gravity and the centre of buoyancy, see
Uzunoglu et al. (2016). SPARs are typically used in deep
waters. Theballastwater at the bottomof the cylinder restricts
the pitch and roll rotational motions. The mooring lines are
used to keep the SPAR in place and to restrict the yaw, surge,
and sway motions. Since the water plane area of the cylinder
is small, the restoring forces are not large enough to limit
the heave motion, see Henderson et al. (2016). However,
SPARs typically have large drafts, and hence, there is neg-
ligible vertical forces acting on the structure, and therefore,
their heave motion is small. Pitch motion of an SPAR is an
important design factor. Large pitch motions result in instan-
taneous change of relative wind direction on the wind turbine
rotor. This may cause challenges to the gyroscopic stability
of the hull, see Goupee et al. (2014). Thus, the use of the
pitch control system is inevitable for an SPAR wind turbine.
Vortex-induced vibrations (VIV), mainly due to wave and
current interactions with the structure, create another techni-
cal challenge to design SPARs. In these cases, the structure
experiences unsteady loading due to flow separation and for-
mation of the vortices and the wake region. There are several
approaches to reduce VIV, see, e.g., Rashidi et al. (2016).

Discussed byUzunoglu et al. (2016), SPARs are relatively
easy to build (compared to TLPs and semi-submersibles),
and are known for lower dynamic response per displace-
ment. SPARs were successfully tested by HyWind (Keseric
2014) demo project in Norwegian coasts, Fig. 3. There are
other similar concepts studied in the US and Japan exploring
possible modifications of SPAR platforms to optimise its sta-
bility, size, and cost for FOWTs, see, e.g., Bento and Fontes
(2019).

2.4 Multi-unit floater concept

Multi-unit concepts are introduced with the main objective
of reducing the overall cost of the energy production. For a
multi-unit floater, single grid connection can be used. The
rotor wake effect of the turbines mounted on the same floater
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should be studied carefully. In this case, the size of the floater
is typically determined to minimise the wake effect of the
leading turbines on the trailing turbines and improve the
power output. Themulti-unit platforms are still at the concept
stage. Further analysis are required to prove their economic
benefits.

Hexicon (Carbon Trust 2015) accommodates two wind
turbines installed on a large semi-submersible platform, see
Fig. 4. Ishihara et al. (2007) proposed a semi-submersible

Fig. 4 Multi-unit floater concepts, a Hexicon project, b WindSea
project [Reprinted with permission from Carbon Trust (2015)], and
c wind-tracing multi-unit platform, [Reprinted with permission from
Lamei et al. (2019)]

floater hosting three wind turbines. The structure consists of
three base floaters for the turbines and one central floater
to connect the girders together. In this design, to reduce the
wave loads, the restoring stiffness is suppressed which con-
sequently increases the natural periods of the structure.

Yet, another concept has been suggested byWong (2015),
namely a wind-tracing platform, as shown in Fig.4c. The
mooring lines of the floater are designed, such that the body
can rotate to face the dominant wind direction. The floater
is triangular, supporting three wind turbines. A preliminary
hydroelastic analysis of the wind-tracing floater is given
in Lamei et al. (2019) and concept design of the structure
is discussed in Li et al. (2019). Similarly, WindSea (Carbon
Trust 2015) is a wind-tracing concept where the mooring
lines are connected by a turret bearing to allow the platform
to rotate and face the incoming wind, see Fig. 4b. The plat-
form is a semi-submersible floater with three columns for
each turbine. Inclined towers are used to reduce the interac-
tion between rotor blades.

3 Wind, wave, and current loads

Dynamics of an FOWT is governed by the environmen-
tal loads which includes wind, waves, and current, and in
some places ice loads. An appropriate analysis of an FOWT
must account for all the sources of the loads on the floating
structure and the wind turbine. For reviews on ice loads on
floating structures (not discussed in this paper), see, for exam-
ple, Tuhkuri and Polojärvi (2018) and Sayeed et al. (2017).

In this section, we review the existing approaches in
determining the wind, waves and current loads on FOWTs.
Assumptions made in developing each approach and the
associated limitations are highlighted.

3.1 Aerodynamic loads

Wind has a random nature with fluctuations in its speed and
direction at different scales in time and space. Wind can be
defined as the sum of long-term wind statistics and short-
term, small-scale fluctuations. The long-term statistic give
the distribution of the average wind speed. This is usually
applied for load analysis, see Vorpahl et al. (2013). Due to
the large height ofwind turbines, thewind shear profile varies
the load distribution onwind turbines.Moreover, the extreme
wind speeds and gusts are of great importance for the load
simulations and design of wind turbines.

Wind passes through the rotor and the turbine partially
extracts the kinetic energy to generate electricity. The wake
behind the wind turbine is characterised by decreased flow
velocity, increased turbulence, and pressure drop. Pressure
increases gradually downstream of the rotor approaching
atmospheric pressure at sufficiently far distance away. Dif-
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ferent flow circulations along the blade result in formation of
vortex sheets. In a short distance downstream, vortices shed
from trailing edge of the blades and roll up to form tip vor-
tices in helical path, see, e.g., Manwell et al. (2002), Hansen
(2007), and Sørensen (2011). Formation of the wake region
behind the rotors results in velocity deficit and reduction of
power outputs in rear wind turbines in an array configura-
tion. It also results in unsteady loading on the downstream
rotors. In developing wind farms, modelling the wake and
array effects are essential to optimise the power output, see,
e.g., Göçmen et al. (2016) for more information about mod-
elling the wakes.

To compute the thrust force and the power output of a
wind turbine, the unsteadyflowdistribution around the blades
should be determined. The theoretical approaches used for
this purpose are discussed in the following subsections.These
methods are explained starting from those that include the
least number of assumptions (high-fidelity methods), fol-
lowed by those that require higher number of assumptions
(mid-fidelity methods) and continued by simplified meth-
ods (low-fidelity methods). Reviews of the methods used to
study aerodynamic loads on wind turbines can be found in,
e.g., Leishman (2002) and Hansen et al. (2006).

3.1.1 High-fidelity methods

Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models solve the
Navier–Stokes (NS) equations to study the air flow field on
the blades and behind the rotor. In Eulerian CFD methods,
the partial differential equations are solved computationally
by discretizing the domain both in time and space. The most
common methods are finite-difference (FD), finite-volume
(FV), and finite-element (FE) methods. Modelling the tur-
bulence effects near the solid boundaries and in the wake
region has remained a challenging problem to the scientific
and engineering community. Various approaches have been
proposed and used to study turbulence effects in flow fields.

A relatively accurate approach to simulate the turbulent
flow is to solve the NS equations with numerical discretiza-
tion of the flow field, considering all the motions of the
flow. This approach, known as the direct numerical simula-
tion (DNS), requires very fine mesh and is computationally
very expensive, see, e.g., Moin and Mahesh (1998) for more
information. Hence, it is very difficult to use DNS for flow
simulation around FOWTs. DNS, due to the extreme com-
putational cost, has not been used to analyse FOWTs, and it
is unlikely that it would be used in the near future.

An approximation can be made about the turbulence
effects and only consider the large-scale motions of the flow
and hence reducing the computational cost. This is known as
large eddy simulation (LES) approach. In this method, large
eddies are directly solved,whereas small eddies aremodelled
by subgridscale models, see, e.g., Bose and Park (2018), Wu

Fig. 5 Wake structure with different turbulence models for tip speed
ratio (TPS) 3 [Reprinted with permission from Mittal et al. (2016)]

and Port e Agel (2015), and Sedaghatizadeh et al. (2018) for
LES simulations of wind turbine aerodynamics.

The Reynolds–Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equa-
tions is another approach in approximating the turbulence
dynamics. In this approach, the NS equations are decom-
posed into time-averaged, fluctuating components and non-
linear stress terms. To capture the turbulence, several models
have been proposed, including k-ε, k-ω SST, Spalart–
Allmaras, and the Baldwin–Barth models [see Hansen et al.
(2006) and Thé and Yu (2017)]. Figure 5 demonstrates the
wake structure behind a wind turbine by use of different tur-
bulence models. See, e.g., Tran et al. (2014) for aerodynamic
analysis of wind turbines using the RANS method.

A combination of both RANSmodel for the attached flow
and LES for the deeply separated region is also proposed
by Spalart (2009), known as the detached eddy simulation
(DES), see, e.g., Mittal et al. (2016). In this approach, RANS
method is applied to the regions near the boundary layers
with small turbulent length scales,whereas the large turbulent
length scales are modelled by LES method, see, e.g., Li et al.
(2012), Zhang et al. (2019), and Fang et al. (2020) among
others for CFD analysis of FOWTs by use of DES. CFD
simulations provide a more detailed flow field around the
wind rotor and in the wake region than any other approaches,
see Vermeer et al. (2003). This, however, is achieved with
highest computational cost than any other approach.

3.1.2 Mid-fidelity methods

Actuator Disc Model is a mid-fidelity method to determine
aerodynamic loads on wind turbines. In the Actuator Disc
Model (ADM) developed by Mikkelsen (2003), the rotor is
defined as a permeable disc that allows the airflow to pass
through, see Hansen et al. (2006). In the ADM method, the
wind-induced tangential and normal forces on the blades are
distributed on the circular disc. The classical actuator disc
model is based on conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy. This method can be used to solve NS or Euler’s
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equations, see Sørensen (2011). Compared to CFDmethods,
ADM does not require a detailed mesh of the blade geometry
or iterative solution of the equations, and hence, computa-
tions are significantly faster. Actuator Line Model (ALM) is
a modified version of ADM. In ALM method, the geometry
of the blade is simplified by radial lines representing the load
distribution on the rotor, see Sørensen et al. (2015).

In ADM and ALM approaches, lift and drag coefficients
are used to determine the rotational effect of the blades. These
coefficients depend on the angle of attack of the blades, and
are usually obtained through wind tunnel measurements, or
by performing CFD computations of wind interaction with a
turbine rotor.

One can assume that air is inviscid and incompressible,
and that wind is an irrotational flow, and hence use veloc-
ity potential to describe the three-dimensional flow around a
rotor. In vortex lattice method, based on the ideal fluid flow
assumption, discrete vortex sheets are distributed over the
blade geometry to model the lift. The empirical lift and drag
coefficients are used in this method. In boundary-element
method, also based on the ideal fluid flow assumption, the
blade geometry is recreated by distributing sources and sinks
and the equations are used by the Green theorem, seeMorino
(1993). In both three-dimensional models, the wake flow
is approximated by adding vortex elements which are dis-
tributed on points or lines and shed from the trailing edge
of the blades. The trajectory of the vortex elements may be
prescribed or left as an unknown to be determined by the cal-
culations. Prescribed vortex method is used when the flow is
steady, see, e.g., Melo et al. (2018). The free wake solution is
applied to unsteady flows and requires substantially higher
computational times, see, e.g., Zhu et al. (2002) and Jeon
et al. (2014). Main limitations of these methods are due to
the numerical stability of vortex models. Viscosity, which is
not considered directly, plays an important role in the flow
separation, formation of the wake region, and stall effects.
Sebastian and Lackner (2012a, b), Qiu et al. (2014), Marten
et al. (2015) and Rodriguez and Jaworski (2019), among oth-
ers, have performed aerodynamic analysis of FOWTs using
vortex methods. Empirical relations may be used, along with
these approaches, to study complex air flows, see, e.g., Kim
et al. (2010), Abedi et al. (2017), Lee and Lee (2019).

3.1.3 Low-fidelity methods

The wind loads on the blades can be approximated by
the Blade Element Momentum method (BEM) suggested
first by Glauert (1963). In BEM method, the flow is two-
dimensional, divided into annular control volumes, and
conservation of momentum and energy equation are applied
to each cell. Lift and drag coefficients are defined and used
in this method to determine the air-induced loads an each
cell. The coefficients depend on the shape of the cells and

the airflow velocity, see, for instance, Thé and Yu (2017).
Prandtl’s tip loss correction is used to capture the formation
of the vortices from the tip, which is a three-dimensional
phenomenon. This approach is not suitable for stall effects
due to the unsteady conditions and three-dimensional (3D)
flow. Rotation of the rotor results in the formation of the
Coriolis and centrifugal forces, which are remarkable. These
are not considered in a two-dimensional (2D) presentation of
the blade, see Hansen et al. (2006) and Syed Ahmed Kabir
and Ng (2017) for more details. It is possible to obtain the
3D airfoil data by CFD approaches for use by the BEM,
see, for instance, Du and Selig (1998), Du and Selig (2000),
and Guma et al. (2018). Another limitation of BEM method
is that the effect of the adjacent elements is neglected.

To account for viscous effects and inflow and tangential
velocity variations in BEM, some empirical corrections are
developed, for instance the Glauert correction, skewed wake
corrections, and unsteady airfoil aerodynamics, see Matha
et al. (2011), Leishman (2002) and Vorpahl et al. (2013) for
more details. BEM is relatively simple and fast to run, and
hence it is commonly used by the industry.

Due to the motion of the structure, the rotor and tower
of FOWTs are exposed to more complex aerodynamic loads
when compared to nearshore (fixed) and onshore wind tur-
bines. The motion of the substructure of floating wind
turbines results in unsteady inflow, see Sebastian and Lack-
ner (2010). In FOWTs, additional relative wind motions are
introduced due to the translational and rotational motions
of the structure. Thus, the numerical aerodynamic tools dis-
cussed so far should be modified for applications related to
the FOWTs.

3.2 Hydrodynamic loads

In FOWTs, aerodynamic loads on the wind turbine and
hydrodynamic loads on the floating structure can be com-
parable in their magnitude and collectively determine the
motion of the structure. For instance, for the multi-unit
wind-tracing platform, the total horizontal force for headseas
regular waves is computed by linear wave diffraction theory,
as shown in Fig. 6 (for water depth h = −200 m and wave
height H = 1 m). For co-directional wind flow to the towers,
the total aerodynamic loading on the three rotors (standard
5MWNREL turbine) reaches up to 3MNat ratedwind speed
ofUW = 11.4m/s, seeLamei et al. (2019) andLi et al. (2019)
for more details about this structure and the calculation.

The theoretical tools developed for hydrodynamic loads
on offshore wind turbine substructures closely follow the
existing approaches used by the O and G industry and Naval
Architecture. These theoretical approaches either explicitly
solve the appropriate governing equations or offer empirical
relations to estimate the forces and the motion of the struc-
ture, see Matha et al. (2016). A review of these approaches
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Fig. 6 a The triangular, wind-tracing multi-unit platform. b Total hor-
izontal wave force on this platform

is given below, focusing on their application in design and
analysis of FOWTs. More details about hydrodynamic loads
on floating bodies can be found in, e.g., Faltinsen (1990)
and Newman (1978).

3.2.1 High-fidelity methods

With CFD computational tools, the instantaneous pressure
distribution and thewave forces on the floater are determined.
For floating bodies, finite-volume (FV) method is often used
to solve the governing equations due to its relative simplic-
ity and possibility to use with complex geometries, see, e.g.,
Kleefsman et al. (2005), Panahi et al. (2006), Benitz et al.
(2014) among others. Discussed in the previous section, there
are several approaches to approximate the turbulence effect,
for instance RANS and LES simulation. Moving boundaries

(in the case of the floating bodies) create further computa-
tional challenge to generate themesh. Specialised techniques
such as ImmersedBoundaryMethod (IBM) are used for these
cases, see, e.g., Viré et al. (2013) and Bihs et al. (2017).

Another method to study the fluid–structure interaction
problem is by use of the Lagrangian approaches. Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a mesh-less Lagrangian
approach to solve the NS equations, see, e.g., Gingold and
Monaghan (1977). In this approach, the physical properties
of the fluid are stored at the centre of series of particles. Parti-
cles, representing the fluid volume,move according to theNS
equations in Lagrangian form, see, e.g., Liu and Liu (2010),
Gomez-Gesteira et al. (2010) for more details. Shadloo et al.
(2016) gives a review about this method and its shortcom-
ings. See for instance Leble and Barakos (2016a, b) for SPH
studies on FOWTs. In general, the convergence, numerical
stability, and boundary conditions are of the main challenges
in SPHmethod. SPH approach is advantageous in modelling
multi-physics flows and associated transport phenomena due
to its capabilities of handling complex boundary evolution,
for instance, in the case of green water effects.

TheLatticeBoltzmannmethod based on the kinetic theory
is yet another approach that is used to compute continuum
flow properties based on particle interactions. In this meso-
scopic method, propagation and collision of particles in time
and space are determined by use of the kinetic theory and
prescribed collision schemes. A review on this approach can
be found in Aidun and Clausen (2010). Bogner and Rüde
(2013) solved the interaction of water waves with floating
bodies using the Lattice Boltzmann method. To the authors’
knowledge, this method has not been applied to FOWTs.

3.2.2 Mid-fidelity methods

Yet, another approach in determining nonlinear wave loads
on structures is by use of nonlinear, water wave theories, such
as the Green–Naghdi (GN) equations. The GN equations,
originally developed by Green and Naghdi (1974, 1976a, b),
are nonlinear, partial differential equations that describe
unsteady motion of homogeneous, incompressible, inviscid
fluids. Irrotationality of the flow is not required, although this
assumption can bemade. The nonlinear boundary conditions,
conservation ofmass, and integrated conservation ofmomen-
tumand energy are satisfied exactly by theGNequations. The
GN equations are classified based on the assumption made in
describing the distribution of the velocity field over the water
column. In Level I GN equations, for example, the vertical
velocity varies linearly from the seafloor to the free surface.
Hence, the Level I GN equations are mostly applicable to the
propagation of longwaves in shallowwater, see, e.g., Ertekin
et al. (1986). Higher level GN equations, applicable to deep
waters, are obtained by considering exponential or higher
order polynomial function for the velocity distribution over
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the water column, see Zhao et al. (2014a, b, 2015), Webster
and Zhao (2018), among others. The Level I GN equations
have been used to study various fluid–structure interaction
problems including the nonlinear wave loads on horizontal
decks [by, e.g., Hayatdavoodi and Ertekin (2015a, b), Hayat-
davoodi et al. (2019)] and wave impact on vertical cylinders
(Neill et al. 2018, Hayatdavoodi et al. 2018, among others).

Another mid-fidelity approach is the fluid impulse theory
(FIT), which addresses the gap between time-domain Mori-
son’s equation for slender bodies and the frequency-domain
approaches. It allows for the evaluation of higher order non-
linear effects by use of compact force expressions. Chan et al.
(2015) evaluated this method for nonlinear sea-state loads on
a TLP substructure of a wind turbine.

3.2.3 Low-fidelity methods

For most of the Ocean Engineering problems, the viscous
effects are important in formation of the boundary layer and
the wake region and in some specific cases such as wave
breaking. In some problems, viscous effects are negligible,
and hence, the fluid is assumed inviscid. With the assump-
tion of incompressible and inviscid fluid and irrotational
flow, the flow is governed by Laplace’s equation. In linear
diffraction theory, the body motions are assumed small and
the nonlinear wave–body interaction is ignored. Assuming
small-amplitudewaves, this results in a linear systemof equa-
tions for the fluid–structure interaction problem. The system
of equations can be solved by Boundary-Element Methods
(BEM), among other approaches. The BEM solution is based
on the Green theorem by distributing the unknown singular-
ities on the boundaries of the computational domain, see,
e.g., Liu et al. (2018) of recent studies on potential-flow
solvers.

In some extreme cases, nonlinear effectsmay be important
when considering loads and responses, see, e.g., Matha et al.
(2011), Coulling et al. (2013a) for discussion on nonlinear
hydrodynamic loads on FOWTs. By considering the nonlin-
ear boundary conditions, Laplace’s equation can be solved
directly by field solvers. In the field solvers, the domain is
discretized with methods such as FEM, FDM, or FVM to
solve the governing equations everywhere in the domain,
see, e.g., Bingham and Zhang (2007), Shao and Faltinsen
(2014), Li and Fleming (1997), Wu et al. (1998), Engsig-
Karup et al. (2008), Ducrozet et al. (2010).

Morison’s equation, given by Morison et al. (1950), is an
empirical approximation of inertial loads and viscous drag
as slender circular cylinder. Morison’s equation is widely
used to obtain a first estimate of the wave-induced loads on
slender cylinders. The wave diffraction effects are not con-
sidered in this approach. Combined Morison’s equation and
potential-flow solvers are commonly used by practitioners
for hydrodynamic analysis.

In this approach, the diffraction effect is determined by
potential theory, while the viscous effect is estimated by
Morison’s equation, see, e.g.,Ramachandran (2012),Barooni
et al. (2018), Ishihara and Zhang (2019), among others.

Further discussion on application of linear diffraction
theory and Morison’s equation to the problem of wave inter-
action with FOWT can be found in, e.g., Matha et al. (2011).
In summary, linear approaches are mostly applicable to rel-
atively small platform motions.

4 Structural responses

At deep water sites, larger wind turbines can be deployed on
floating substructure. Due to the large size and displacement
of the structure and comparable load and structural frequen-
cies, analysis of elastic responses of the blades, the tower,
and the supporting floating platform are of great importance.
The aerodynamic and hydrodynamic loads both contribute to
elastic deformation of the structure. In the previous section,
methods of determining the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic
loadswerediscussed.A reviewof appropriatemethodsof cal-
culating the stresses and the elastic deformation of a floating
wind turbine is presented here.

4.1 Aeroelasticity

The elastic response of wind turbines blades and towers is
a result of aerodynamic loads, elastic deflections, and iner-
tial dynamics. Comprehensive reviews on aeroelasticity of
wind turbines are provided by, for example, Hansen et al.
(2006), Zhang andHuang (2011), and recently byWang et al.
(2016). Here, a summary of the methods used for structural
analysis of wind turbines is presented with an emphasis on
recent developments.

Wind turbine blades can bend both in flap-wise (out of
rotor plane) and edgewise (in the rotor plane) directions.
Moreover, the blades rotate about the pitch axis extending
span-wise perpendicular to the blade root flange. The tower
may experience bending moments both in longitudinal and
lateral directions. Torsion of the tower may also result in yaw
rotations of the nacelle and the rotor.

Blades of a wind turbine are usually modelled either using
a three-dimensional (3D) FEMmodel with shell elements or
a one-dimensional (1D) beammodel with beam elements. In
the former method, the blades are defined by 3D compos-
ite shell elements. The composite layer characteristics are
specified span-wise. Discussed by Wang et al. (2016), this
method results in detailed stress distribution on the blades
and allows for coupling with CFD tools to predict the aero-
dynamic loads, see Yeh andWang (2017) among others. The
aeroelastic tools based on 3D FEM modelling and CFD can
provide comprehensive results; however, they are computa-
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tionally expensive. To make the analysis more efficient, the
3D FEMmodel can be coupled with BEM, see, e.g., Liu et al.
(2017a), Rafiee et al. (2016), Tezduyar et al. (2008).

For more simplified approximations (and computation-
ally fast), one can model the blades as beam members.
Two widely applied beam models are the Euler–Bernoulli
beam model and the Timoshenko beam model. The Euler–
Bernoulli beam model is subjected to extensional, tor-
sional and bending loads where the shear deformations are
neglected. The Timoshenko beam model developed for thin
and short beams includes the shear deformation.

The linear Euler–Bernoulli beammodel has been used fre-
quently for the aeroelastic analysis of wind turbines, mainly
due to its simplicity, see Wang et al. (2016). To discretize the
beam model, three methods are suggested: Modal approach,
Multi-body-dynamicsmethod (MBD), and 1DFEMmethod.
In modal approach, the deflection shape of the beam is given
as a linear combination of mode shapes. Due to its linearity,
application of this method is limited to small deflections of
flexible bodies. In MBD, a number of bodies, either as rigid
or flexible, are interconnected by force elements or kinetic
constraints. 1D FEM method provides approximate solution
for elastic analysis by considering a number of elements
interconnected by nodes. Although this method requires
more computational resources than multi-body-dynamics
and modal approach methods, in principle, it results in more
accurate and comprehensive description of the deformation
of the wind turbine blades. For more details on these aeroe-
lasticity analysis approaches, see, e.g., Yu and Kwon (2014),
MacPhee and Beyene (2013), Mo et al. (2015), Lee et al.
(2012).

4.2 Hydroelasticity

When wave frequencies are close to the eigen-frequencies of
the structure and when the structural deformations are com-
parable with rigid body responses, it is important to consider
the hydroelastic responses. For FOWTs, the transferred aero-
dynamic loads through the tower to the platform can result
in structural deformation as well. In these cases, the struc-
tural deformation may alter the wave–structure interaction
responses.

Several approaches are developed for hydroelasticity anal-
ysis of floating structures. In multi-body dynamics method,
the continuous flexible structure is divided into several mod-
ules. Consequently, each section is considered as a spatial
beam to derive structural deformations. The force acting
at the ends of each beam is related to the displacement
of the beam-end by a stiffness matrix, see, e.g., Lu et al.
(2019) among others for multi-body dynamics approach.
Commonly, hydrostatic responses of a floating body are
determined thorough two steps. First, the floater is modelled
as a Timoshenko beam model or discretized by an FEM

method with specified number of modes. The natural fre-
quencies of the structure are determined without considering
the hydrostatic pressure distribution, known as the dry-mode
analysis. The natural frequencies and eigenvectors (mode
shapes) are then computed. Next, the fluid forces on the
body are computed using frequency- or time-domain analy-
sis based on the Green theorem. The structural deformations
obtained in the first step are introduced in the second step as
generalised modes to the equations of motion. A review of
the approaches developed to study hydroelasticity of marine
structures is given in Chen et al. (2006).

Hydroelasticity is an important aspect in analysing the
response of very large floating structures (VLFS). VLFS are
characterised by their elastic behaviour due to their geomet-
rical and unprecedented length scales compared with wave
length and the characteristic length. Ertekin and Kim (1999)
developed the nonlinear Level I Green–Naghdi theory for a
floating mat of finite length. In this study, thin plate theory
was applied to analyse the hydroelasticity of the rectangu-
lar runway in shallow waters. This method was modified
by Xia et al. (2008) to apply linear beam theory to model
the structure. The numerical tool, LGN (Ertekin and Kim
1999), models the fluid with the Green–Naghdi equations
and applies linear Kirchhoff plate model for the structural
analysis. In a study by Riggs et al. (2008), a comparison
of the solution of numerical simulation tools for VLFS is
provided. HYDRAN [see, e.g., Wang et al. (1991); Ertekin
et al. (1993); Wu et al. (1993); Riggs et al. (2007)] is a well-
known computer code for analysis of floating structures with
a focus on VLFS where the fluid is modelled by 3D potential
theory using the Green function and the structure is mod-
elled by a 3D shell finite-element solver. Figure 7 shows
the second vertical bending mode of a VLFS predicted by
HYDRAN.Suzuki et al. (2007) andChen et al. (2006) present
a comprehensive description of the VLFS and the numerical
tools developed to obtain their dynamic responses.

Borg et al. (2017) considered the hydroelastic interactions
between the flexible substructures and fluid during dynamic

Fig. 7 Elasticity analysis of a VLFS by HYDRAN, second vertical
bending mode [Reprinted with permission from Riggs et al. (2007)]
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simulations of a floating offshore wind turbine. The defor-
mation modes of the substructure were added as generalised
modes and solved by linear potential flow around the floating
structure. In another study byCampos et al. (2017), structural
response of an SPAR buoy was analysed with a 3D finite-
element method. Other examples for hydroelasticity analysis
of FOWTs can be found in Luan et al. (2017), Aubault et al.
(2006), Chen and Mills (2005). The accuracy of the elastic
response computed by the modal approach depends on the
number of the dry modes.

5 Coupling of wind, waves, and current loads
and structural responses

A floating wind structure consists of wind turbine(s), a float-
ing platform, and mooring lines. The coupling of the wind,
waves, and current loads on these parts, alongwith themotion
and elastic responses of the whole system is a complex prob-
lem. The dynamic response of the floating substructure is
influenced by both aerodynamic and hydrodynamic loads.
The motion of the floating platform results in the motion
of the wind turbines. Thus, the relative wind impact expe-
rienced by the blades is influenced by the motion of the
platform motion and possibly elastic deformations which
affect the wind turbine performance. To design a safe, effi-
cient, and cost-effective floating wind turbine, a reliable
analysis method is required to take into account the cou-
pling of the wind, wave, and current loads and the structural
responses, simultaneously.

The analysis methods developed to determine coupled
loads and responses of an FOWT can be classified into two
main categories:(i) One-way coupled and (ii) Two-way cou-
pled (fully coupled) tools. These approaches are discussed
in the following sections. This is followed by an illustration
of the most common computational tools developed for this
purpose.

5.1 Fully coupled approaches

In a fully (two-way) coupled approach, the fluids (water
and air) governing equations and the structural equations
are solved simultaneously. The fluid dynamics can be deter-
mined by use of several approaches discussed in Sect. 3. To
obtain the elastic responses, a structural analysis approach,
for instance FEM, can be used to determine the stresses and
deformations of the body. The structure equations are solved
simultaneously with the fluid equations.

It is possible to obtain a fully coupled response of FOWTs
by use of CFD methods where dynamic interactions of the
fluids and the structure are solved simultaneously. Due to
the high computational demand in this approach, however,
so far such studies are limited to rigid bodies and subject to

Fig. 8 Fully coupled analysis of an FOWT by CFD. Vortex contour
coloured by velocity component Ux and colours on the free surface
indicate surface elevation [Reprinted with permission from Liu et al.
(2017a)]

restricted degrees of freedom for a FOWT, see, e.g., Quallen
et al. (2014), Nematbakhsh et al. (2015), Tran and Kim
(2016), Cheng et al. (2019). For instance, in a recent study
by Liu et al. (2017b), a fully coupled dynamic analysis was
performed for a semi-submersible floating wind turbine by
use of an open source CFD software, namely OpenFOAM.
As shown in Fig. 8, the water and air motions are solved
by Navier–Stokes equations and the structural responses are
neglected. In addition, Liu et al. (2017b) assumed that the
motion of the structure is restricted to surge, heave, and pitch.
In this work, the mesh motion and the body movements are
modelled by built-in sliding mesh technique.

5.2 One-way coupled approaches

Simultaneous solution of the hydrodynamic and aerody-
namic loads and responses of FOWTs creates a challenging
problem for the state-of-the-art approaches. It is possible to
separate (or decouple) these loads and responses from each
other, calculate each of the loads independent of others, and
then determine the responses of the structure. This approxi-
mation obviously simplifies the solution approach and may
introduce some errors. The magnitude of errors varies with
the time step and the motion of the structure. The computa-
tional tools developed based on one-way coupled methods
are an extension of the numerical tools originally developed
for onshore wind turbines or floating platforms of the O and
G industry. Additional computational modules are added to
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each of these tools to account for the complete response of
FOWTs, see Matha et al. (2016).

In a common approach in one-way coupled analysis of
FOWTs, first the translational and rotational motions of the
floating structure are obtained by use of the linear diffrac-
tion theory. The new position and orientation of the structure
is then fed into an aerodynamic analysis module, and then
wind loads are estimated. This may result in a change of
the position and orientation of the structure. Elasticity of the
structure, if considered, is determined at this step using the
hydrodynamic and aerodynamic loads. The above procedure
is carried out in each time step. In this approach, it is assumed
that the platform experiences small oscillations; otherwise,
for large motions, the computational error increases. Some
typical one-way coupled computational tools for analysis of
FOWTs are introduced below.

One-way coupled approaches can be carried out in both
time and frequency domains. Some preliminary studies on
FOWTs have been performed in frequency domain, see, e.g.,
Withee (2004), Lee (2005),Wayman et al. (2006), all consid-
ering rigid bodies with linearised aerodynamic forces on the
turbine.Matha et al. (2009) performed a comparison between
the frequency-domain and time-domain analysis on a TLP
and recommended the use of time-domain analysis to achieve
more accurate coupling betweenflexible components ofwind
turbines and the platform motion. Nonetheless, there is an
ongoing research on linearised frequency-domain solvers for
FOWTs, for instance by Pegalajar-Jurado et al. (2018).

OpenFAST Jonkman and Sclavounos (2006) developed a
computational tool named FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamic,
Structures and Turbulence) for dynamic analysis of onshore
or offshore, bottom fixed, or floatingwind turbines. Themost
recent version, namely OpenFAST, is developed for mod-
elling the system couplings, the environmental loads, and
dynamics of the system under both normal and extreme load-
ings, see Jonkman et al. (2018).

The aerodynamic loads are calculated via a subroutine
called AeroDyn using a quasi-steady BEM theory including
the axial and tangential loads. Some empirical corrections,
for instance for the tip and hub losses, are included in the
subroutine. HydroDyn module computes the hydrodynamic
loads with first- and second-order potential flow, strip the-
ory or a combination of both. For potential-flow solution,
typical solvers are applied to determine the hydrodynamic
coefficients, for instance WAMIT (Wave Analysis MIT, Lee
and Newman 1987) and HYDRAN (Riggs et al. 2007).
By use of the hydrodynamic coefficients determined by a
potential-flow solver, HydroDyn module (Jonkman et al.
2015) computes the linear hydrodynamic loads on the floater
in time domain. The viscous effects are estimated and maybe
added by use ofMorison’s equation. The hydrodynamic anal-
ysis in OpenFAST is based on small-amplitude motions of

Fig. 9 Flowchart of the dynamic response analysis of a FOWT as fol-
lowed by OpenFAST [Reprinted with permission from Jonkman and
Jonkman (2016)]

the structure. The mooring line analysis is accomplished in
MAP++ module. In this module, the mooring lines are mod-
elled statically, where only mean forces on the mooring lines
are considered, see Masciola (2016) for more details on the
MAP++ module. The inertia forces and fluid drag loads on
themooring lines are not considered. In this solver, the appar-
ent weight, elastic stretching of the mooring lines, and the
effect of seabed friction on the anchors are considered. The
aeroelastic response is determined in ElastoDynmodule, and
it is used as the new position of the structure for the following
time step. The flowchart of this numerical tool is illustrated
in Fig. 9.

OpenFAST only accounts for the elasticity of the tower
and blades of the wind turbine, and the structural elastic
deformations of the floater are not considered. This assump-
tion may result in some significant errors in predicting the
natural frequencies and motion of large floating structures.
The fatigue analysis of the platform is of great importance
which is also affected by the motion of the wind turbine
mounted on top of the floater.

Several studies have been performed to account for the
inertia and the drag forces on the mooring lines in Open-
FAST. For instance, in a study by Masciola et al. (2011), a
time-domain finite-element software that simulates the cou-
pled motion of the floating body and the mooring lines,
OrcaFlex, is linked with OpenFAST. MoorDyn developed
by Hall (2015) uses a lumped-mass approach to discretize
the cable dynamics over the length of the mooring line.

SIMA Workbench SIMA workbench is a numerical tool
including SIMO module (Simulation of Marine Opera-
tion) for time-domain hydrodynamic analysis of offshore
structures and RIFLEX module, a finite-element code to
determine structural responses of slender marine bodies,
see Skaare et al. (2007). SIMO considers the linear and
quadratic potential forces on the body as well as Morison’s
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equation for slender parts. The aerodynamic calculations are
performed by use of BEM considering numerical correc-
tions for stall and wake effects. Elasticity of slender elements
(such as mooring lines) is considered and the floating struc-
ture is assumed rigid. The coupling of the loads follows
the same procedure as the one-way coupled approaches dis-
cussed in this section. Several studies have analysed FOWTs
using SIMA workbench, see, e.g., Karimirad and Moan
(2012), Kvittem et al. (2012), Karimirad and Michailides
(2019). In a study by Skaare et al. (2007), SIMO/RIFLEX
were coupled with HAWC2 (Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine
Code 2nd generation), which slightly modifies the aerody-
namic responses.

GL Bladed GL Bladed is a software developed by DNV
(DNV-GL 2014) to determine the performance of fixed wind
turbines and their dynamic responses.The aerodynamic loads
are computed with corrected BEM theory including correc-
tions for tip and hub losses and stall effect. GL Bladed has
two options for hydrodynamic analysis, namely Morison’s
equation for slender bodies and BEMmethod. The structural
model in this tool is based on flexible multi-body dynamic
approach. A finite-element approach is used to determine the
hydroelasticity of the structure. Mode shapes and frequen-
cies of the support structures are calculated for each flexible
body using modal analysis method. In this numerical tool,
the motion of the body is limited to small oscillations.

Deeplines This is another example of a one-way cou-
pled numerical tool developed by Le Cunff et al. (2013)
to analyse FOWTs. Deeplines obtains the hydrodynamic
frequency-domain coefficients and aerodynamic loads sep-
arately from various computational tools. Deeplines is a
nonlinear finite-element solver suitable mainly for slender
bodies, e.g., blades, tower, mooring lines, and umbilical. The
beam element formulation accounts for coupled axial, bend-
ing, and torsion effects. Drag term of Morison’s equation is
combined with potential-flow theory in hydrodynamic anal-
ysis. Aerodynamic loads are determined with BEM, where
some corrections are added considering turbulent and skewed
wake, tower, and stall effects.

Other one-way coupled numerical approaches In a study
carried out by Salehyar et al. (2017), a three-
dimensional unsteady boundary-element model based on the
free vortex lattice method is applied to simulate the effects
of wind on rotating blades. The total aerodynamic poten-
tial consists of three parts, namely the incoming wind, the
diffracted potential, and the wake potential. The wake poten-
tial is obtained by simplifying the vorticity downwind as
infinitely thin distributions of dipoles on the wake panels.
BEM is used to solve the air flow governing equations.
Similar to OpenFAST, the hydrodynamic loads are obtained
separately by use of linear potential solver. This study is

restricted to rigid bodies, i.e., the hydroelastic and aeroelas-
tic responses are not considered.

OpenFAST and AeroDyn subroutine are linked with other
numerical tools, e.g., CHARM3D and TimeFloat to build
another computational tool, see Shim and Kim (2008).
CHARM3D is a floater-mooring dynamic analysis program
based on FEM method developed by Shim and Kim (2008).
Later, the same numerical tool was applied by Bae and Kim
(2014) to analyse the dynamic response of multiple wind tur-
bines mounted on a single floater. At each time step, effect of
the wind turbines on the floater is considered by introducing
generalised degrees of freedom to the equation of motion of
the substructure. Thus, one of the main limitations of this
tool is that the aerodynamic interaction of the wind turbines
on each other is neglected.

TimeFloat developed by Cermelli et al. (2009) is a cou-
pling tool to study the interaction of the floater and the
mooring lines simultaneously. The viscous force is computed
by Morison’s equation. In this model, the rotor is simplified
by a disc subject to the same thrust as would be expected on
the rotor. The aerodynamic module in TimeFloat is limited
to calculation of the thrust force, and the effect of the rotor
vibrations on the motion of the floating body is neglected.

Leble and Barakos (2016a) analysed a 10-MW floating
wind turbine, where the hydrodynamic loads were computed
by SPH method coupled with an aerodynamic tool, namely
Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB3) solver. HMB3 solves the
wind flow by use of an LES or DES turbulence models. The
motion of the structure is determined by a multi-body model
made of rigid bodies connected with friction-less joints. The
position and velocities of the rotor are passed to HMB3 to
compute the aerodynamic loads.

Dynamic response of an FOWT is simulated in time
domain with a computational tool (Loose), by Gao and
Sweetman (2018). Loose is a multi-body solver that is based
on momentum cloud method (MCM), see Sweetman and
Wang (2014). In thismethod, theFOWTismodelled as a rigid
body. Translational and rotational motions are determined
using Newton’s second law and conservation of angular
momentum, respectively. Hydrodynamic loads are computed
by Morison’s equation and aerodynamic loads are obtained
by AeroDyn module. A similar approach is followed by Dai
et al. (2018) for a one-way coupled numerical tool for anal-
ysis of a FOWT.

6 Experimental studies on FOWTs

Dynamic behaviour of FOWTs and simultaneous loads on
the structure, control systems, and flexible components of
the platform and the wind turbine, create a complex prob-
lem for theoretical approaches. Model tests are necessary
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in providing further information about the problem, and as
comparison references for the theoretical approaches.

Reynold’s similarity law for the aerodynamic effects and
Froude’s similarity law for the hydrodynamic effects cannot
be achieved simultaneously. Hence, same as in the Naval
Architecture and O and G industries, often Froude’s scaling
law is used in conducting laboratory experiments of FOWTs,
see Goupee et al. (2014) and Martin et al. (2014) for more
details on the scaling laws for FOWTs. To achieve similar
wind thrust coefficients, however, sometimes, geometry of
the model scale of the blades is modified. This approach is
known as performance scaling, see Martin et al. (2014)

Among others, Koo et al. (2014) and Goupee et al. (2014)
and Nihei et al. (2014) have conducted experiments to study
the performance of various floating bodies, namely SPAR,
semi-submersible, and TLP platforms for FOWTs. In these
studies, it is shown that the Response Amplitude Opera-
tors (RAOs) in pitch and yaw are highest for an SPAR
FOWT when compared to others. TLP platform, compared
with others, has shown the smallest RAOs in pitch and
heave.

Projects under International Energy Agency Wind Tasks
23 and 30, namely the Offshore Code Comparison Col-
laboration (OC3), and Offshore Code Comparison Col-
laboration Continuation (OC4) were established to verify
the modelling tools developed for offshore wind turbines
with code-to-code comparison. To evaluate the accuracy
of the numerical tools, under Offshore Code Compari-
son Collaboration Continued with Correlation (OC5) task,
laboratory measurements for both floating and fixed bot-
tom systems, in model scales, full-scale and open ocean
testing were compared with the computational simula-
tions.

In the following subsections, key contributions of labora-
tory experiments for each type of the FOWTs are presented.

6.1 SPAR

Utsunomiya et al. (2009) conducted laboratory experiments
on an SPAR platform focusing on the effect of motion sup-
pression devices. The distribution of the wind load on the
rotor is simplified by a constant horizontal force on the tower.

More recently, Duan et al. (2016), Ahn and Shin (2019),
Tomasicchio et al. (2018) studied model tests of SPAR-
type FOWTs under wind and wave loadings. In a study by
Duan et al. (2016), the dynamic response of a 1/50 model
scale of OC3 SPAR floating was studied. It was shown that
RAO of yaw is highly influenced by the rotor rotation and it
increases by the amplitude of the incident random waves. It
was observed that the surge and pitch motions are strongly
coupled, and the heavemotion is independent from surge and
pitch.

Fig. 10 Instrumented OC5-DeepCwind model in the MARIN offshore
basin [Reprinted with permission from Robertson et al. (2017)]

6.2 Semi-submersible

At-sea field tests on a 1:8 model of a semi-submersible
FOWT, Volturn US, is conducted by Viselli et al. (2014).
Important objectives of the field tests include site selection,
instrumentation plan, construction methods, and the model
responses to the environmental loads. Froude scaling lawwas
used in these tests.

In the second phase of the OC5 project, the DeepCWind
semi-submersible was considered. In this study, model tests
on the DeepCWind FOWT were conducted at a 1:50 scale,
see Robertson et al. 2017. The tests included static offset
test, hammer tests, free decay tests, wind-only andwave-only
tests, and combination of wind and wave tests. Interaction of
wind and waves in the wave basin is another challenge of the
experiments. The instrument cables on the structure, shown
in Fig. 10, had some effects on the motion of the structure,
see, e.g., Coulling et al. (2013b); Robertson et al. (2013).
The addition of the instrumentation cables attached to the
structure, if not done properly, can result in increased natural
frequency and damping of the system in surge, see Matha
et al. (2016).

6.3 TLP

Oguz et al. (2018), Aoki et al. (2018) among others, con-
ducted laboratory experiments on TLP-type FOWTs. Oguz
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Fig. 11 Model scale of a TLP FOWT at Kelvin Hydrodynamics Labo-
ratory of the University of Strathclyde, UK [Reprinted with permission
from Oguz et al. (2018)]

et al. (2018) tested a 1/36.67 scale TLP platform with small-
scaled 5-MWNRELwind turbine under regular and irregular
wave conditions. The measurements were compared with
results of OpenFAST and HydroDyn. It was observed that
the numerical tools overestimate the motion responses and
the tendon tensions near surge natural period. The displace-
ment of the structure in roll, sway, and yaw was insignificant
when compared to surge, pitch, and heave motions.

Conventional pitch-to-feather control systems are used to
decrease the thrust force on the rotor of a FOWT at speeds
larger that the rated wind speed resulting in large motions
of the tower backwards and forwards and it is referred to as
negative damping, see Jonkman (2008) formore details.Aoki
et al. (2018) studied a 1/100 scale TLP platformwith a 5-MW
NREL wind turbine, as shown in Fig. 11. The model in this
study included the control system to analyse the effect of
the negative damping on the motion of the structure. It was
observed that negative damping can be dominant in surge
motion. It was confirmed that scaling appeared to play a role
in these experiments and larger model scales were suggested.

7 Concluding remarks

Determining wave, current and wind loads on floating off-
shore wind turbines and analysing the response of the
structure are challenging and critical in design and anal-
ysis stages. Simultaneous considerations of the loads and
responses are essential for accurate analysis of FOWTs, par-
ticularly at extreme cases. In this survey, first an introduction
of the state-of the-art approaches to determine the hydro-
dynamic and aerodynamic loads on FOWTs, as well as the
structural responses is presented. Then, a discussion of the
coupled numerical tools to analyse the responses of FOWTs
is provided.

CFD approaches can be used for a fully coupled fluid
(air and water)–structure interaction analysis of FOWTs,
potentially of any kind. However, CFD approaches require
high computational resources and are not as practical. Thus,
simplifications are required to reduce the computational
effort. These simplifications, in some cases, are very signif-
icant resulting in restricted information about the loads and
responses of FOWTs. This review article is aimed to discuss
such limitations associated to these coupling tools.

Currently, one-way coupling approaches have received
more attention, mainly due to the relative simplicity of their
use. One-way coupling approaches determine the loads on
the structure and its responses separately. These approaches
are developed from the existing tools for onshore wind tur-
bines or O and G structures.

In one-way numerical coupling approaches, hydrody-
namic responses of the structure are determined indepen-
dently of the aerodynamic loads. That is, the influence of the
wind load is not considered when in determining the hydro-
dynamic response of the floater. In a common approach, the
hydrodynamic frequency-domain coefficients are computed
with a potential solver and passed to a time-domain simulator
to determine the motion of the floater. The main assumption
of one-way coupling approaches is that the motion of the
floating structure is small. For severe sea states, however, the
numerical errors increase. In most of the one-way coupling
tools, the aerodynamic loads are computed by a modified
BEM theory which include some corrections to approximate
the nonlinearities of the aerodynamic loading. The errors
become significantly large in extreme environmental condi-
tions, where displacements and accelerations are large. The
one-way coupled tools are more efficient by compromising
accuracy.

Comparisons of the responses of fully coupled and one-
way coupled approaches with laboratory experiments under
mild conditions show relatively good agreement. Yet, perfor-
mance of the numerical tools in extreme conditions is to be
determined.

There is a continuous desire to increase the size of the
rotor of FOWTs for larger energy production. Consequently,
development of approaches that can consider the structural
responses and deformations, including the floating platform,
would be essential. To limit the numerical error associated
with the decoupling of the loads and responses, a method
that considers simultaneously both aerodynamic and hydro-
dynamic loads on the structure aswell as the elastic responses
would be highly desirable, of course within the computa-
tional limitations.
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